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NEW QUESTION: 1
You work for an OEM system builder.
You use Windows Deployment Services (WDS) to deploy Windows
operating system images.
WDS contains a 32-bit boot image.
You receive a new client computer model that is 64-bit.
You add a 64-bit install image of Windows 8 to WDS.
You attempt to deploy a new install image to the new computer
model by using WDS. The boot image loads on the new computer,
but you fail to apply the install image.
From Diskpart, you run the List disk command and you discover
that no objects are found.
You need to ensure that you can deploy the new install image to
the new computer model.
What should you do?

A. Add the 64-bit driver for the mass storage device into the
install image.
B. Add the 32-bit driver for the mass storage device into the
boot image.
C. Add the 64-bit driver for the mass storage device into the
boot image.
D. Add the 32-bit driver for the mass storage device into the
install image.
Answer: B
Explanation:
You might aim to deploy 64-bit editions of Windows 8. But you
may find that you have to deploy some 32-bit installations
because of legacy hardware or application/driver compatibility
issues. Some legacy hardware will have 32-bit processors. This
means that you will have to use 32-bit boot images for them.

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Basic EPS represents which of the following?
I. The net income divided by number of shares outstanding.
II. The amount of net income available for distribution to
common stock holders, per share.
III. The net income after preferred dividends, expressed per
common share.
IV. Net income after preferred dividends divided by total
equity.
A. I, II &amp; IV
B. I, II, III &amp; IV
C. II &amp; III
D. III &amp; IV
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
For a simple capital structure, Basic EPS = (Net Income Preferred dividends)/weighted # of common shares = The amount
of net income available for distribution to common stock
holders, per share. Net income after preferred dividends
divided by total equity is not true since total equity includes
preferred equity whereas the denominator of Basic EPS consists
only of common shares.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A company has a policy that all their technicians will start
their working day at their first job and end their day at the
office depot.
What should you set in the system to capture this requirement?
A. Resource start location = home, Resource end location =
office depot, resource type features * working time includes
travel from last activity is left unchecked, working time

includes travel to first activity is checked.
B. Resource start location = home, Resource end location =
office depot, resource type features = working time includes
travel from last activity is checked, working time includes
travel to first activity is left unchecked.
C. Resource start location = home, Resource end location =
home, resource type features = working time includes travel
from last activity is checked, working time includes travel to
first act left unchecked.
D. Resource start location = office depot, Resource end
location = home, resource type features a working time includes
travel from last activity is checked, working time includes
travel to first activity is left unchecked.
Answer: B
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